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Abstract 
Let the family OL(3) contain all graphs which can be colored on-line with 3 colors. Gyarffis 
and Lehel suggested the problem of determining the on-line chromatic number x*(OL(3)) of 
OL(3). They showed that 4 ~< x*(OL(3)) ~< 16. We present an algorithm that colors every 
on-line-3-chromatic graph with 4 colors. Thus x*(OL(3)) = 4. 
1. Introduction 
A proper coloring of a graph G = (V, E) is an assignment of positive integers called 
colors to the vertices of G such that adjacent vertices get different colors. The 
chromatic number of a graph G, x(G), is the minimum number of colors needed to color 
properly the vertices of G. 
A subgraph induced by a set X ~_ V(G) is the graph G[X] with V(G[X]) = X and 
E(G[X]) = {e e E(G): e ~_ X}. 
An on-line graph is a structure G< = (V, E, <) where G = (V, E) is a graph and < is 
a linear ordering on V. G < is called an on-line presentation of the graph G. Let 
V = {vl ..... Vn}, where vi < vj if and only if i < j. We define Vi = {vl ..... vi} and 
G{ = G < [V~] is the on-line subgraph of G < induced by V/. 
An on-line coloring aloorithm is an algorithm which colors the vertices of an on-line 
graph G < in the order vl ..... v, (the order is unknown for the algorithm) such that the 
color of vi is assigned irrevocably when the algorithm only sees G{, i.e., when the 
algorithm only knows the adjacencies between vi and the previously presented 
vertices. The simplest example of an on-line algorithm is the First-Fit (or Greedy) 
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algorithm which assigns the vertex v; the smallest possible proper color in G~. The 
on-l ine chromat ic  number of a graph G with respect to an on-line coloring algorithm .4, 
zA(G), is the maximum number of colors used by .4 over all on-line presentations of G. 
The on-l ine chromatic  number Z*(G) of a graph G, is the minimum of Z,4(G) over all 
on-line algorithms .4. Let F be a family of graphs. Then the on-l ine chromatic  number 
x*(F) of F is min~maxo~rgA(G), where the minimum is taken over all on-line 
algorithms A and the maximum is taken over all graphs G in F. 
The on-line chromatic number of a graph can be viewed in terms of a two-person 
game played by Drawer and Painter.  Drawer successively reveals the vertices of the 
graph. On his turn Painter assigns a proper color to the current vertex. A color once 
assigned cannot be changed. Painter tries to color the graph presented by Drawer 
with the smallest possible number of colors. On the other hand, Drawer tries to force 
Painter to use many colors by finding the worst order of the vertices of G. Painter wins 
the game if he can color the vertices of G with a previously fixed number of colors. 
Thus, the on-line chromatic number x*(G) of a graph G can also he defined as the 
minimum number of colors Painter must use to win the game. In the case of the 
on-line chromatic number of a family of graphs the players play on a set of graphs and 
Painter does not know which graph of the set Drawer is going to present. By a similar 
argument, he on-line chromatic number x*(F) of a family F is the minimum number 
of colors Painter must use playing on the set of graphs in F. 
The notion of the on-line chromatic number of a graph and a family of graphs was 
studied by Gyfirffis and Lehel in [6, 7]. Some earlier result of Kierstead and Trotter 
[8, 11] can also be stated in terms of the on-line chromatic number of the family of 
interval graphs. For further eferences a survey by Kierstead and Trotter [12] and the 
works of Lovfisz et al. [13], Kierstead et al. [9, 10], and Vishwanathan [14] are 
recommended. 
In this paper we will discuss the on-line chromatic number of OL(3), the family of 
on-line 3-chromatic graphs. In [7] Gyfirffis and Lehel presented two on-line 3- 
chromatic graphs B and E (see Fig. 1), and they showed that if a family T contains 
a graph which induces B and a graph which induces E then Drawer has a strategy 
forcing Painter to use at least four colors. Their proof is based on the fact, that these 
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two graphs require different coloring strategies from Painter, and these strategies 
already differ on the induced subgraph 2K2 that both graphs contain. 
Their observation can be stated as the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 (Gyfirffis and Lehel [7]). If a class of graphs F contains (not necessarily 
distinct) subyraphs G1 and G2 such that G1 induces B and G2 induces E, then x*(F) >~ 4. 
In particular, ~(*(OL(3)) >~ 4. 
The next lemma is an easy consequence of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 2. Let G induce a copy of both B and E. Then z*(G) >~ 4. 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem which shows that the lower 
bound of Theorem 1 is an upper bound as well. 
Theorem 3. z*(OL(3)) = 4. 
The same result is obtained independently b  Gyfirf~s et al. [5]. The approach of 
their work is from the notion of on-line 4-critical graphs. In [3, 4] they characterize all 
connected on-line 4-critical graphs. Using this characterization they develop an 
algorithm in [5]. A survey [2] summarizes the results of these papers. 
In our approach we develop an algorithm based on some structural properties of 
OL(3). In order to prove that these structural properties hold for OL(3), we need to 
identify some forbidden 9raphs, graphs which cannot be an induced subgraph of any 
graph in OL(3). These forbidden graphs are F1-F26 of Fig. 1 I, graphs which induce 
both E and B, and all graphs which are one vertex extensions of T* of Fig. 3. (A graph 
is a one vertex extension of T* if the removal of a specific vertex from the graph results 
in T*.) This is done in Section 2 and the appendix. We would like to emphasize here 
that this list of graphs does not contain all possible graphs forbidden in OL(3). A few 
of these graphs are not minimal. It is easy to see that Fv ~ F12 -- a4 ~, F18 - a~, 
F3 ~ F23-  X5 and F21-  xs ,F22-  a2 -  X4 ~ OL(3). We drew them in this form 
because they describe more naturally the different cases in the discussion of the 
structural properties. In Section 3 we use the structural properties to develop an 
on-line algorithm that partitions the vertices of any graph in OL(3) into 7 parts (most 
of them independent). This partition has the property that there will be edges only 
between a few of the parts. The last section gives an on-line coloring algorithm for 
coloring the graphs whose vertices have been partitioned based on the partitioning 
algorithm of Section 3, completing the proof of the main theorem. Moreover, the 
algorithm developed in Sections 3 and 4 will 4-color every graph which does not 
induce any of the forbidden graphs mentioned above. 
Throughout this paper we will use the simpler notation G or Gi for on-line graphs 
and on-line subgraphs as well. Suppose that V = {t,~ < ... < v,}. In this case we will 
say that ~,i is smaller than v~. For any subset S ~ V, Si will denote S n E. The 
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complete graph on n vertices will be denoted by Kn, the path on n vertices will be 
denoted by Pn. Let Pn = {pl,p2 .... ,p,}. If G[{xl,x2, ...,x~}] ~ Pn = {pl,p2, ...,p~} 
by a mapping which sends vi to pi for l ~< i ~ n then we will use the special notation 
G(xl,xz ..... x~) ~ P,. We will use similar notation for the special graphs B and 
E as well: G(xl,x2 ..... x6) ~ B where G(Xl, X2, . . . ,x4) ,~ Pa, and x5 is adjacent o 
xl and x3 and x6 is adjacent to x2 and xa. G(xhx2,xa, xg, xs, y )~E where 
G(xhxz,x3,x4,xs) ~ P5 and y is adjacent o the middle vertex of the P5 as shown in 
Fig. I. The distance between two vertices x, y is the minimum length of all (x, y)-paths 
and will be denoted by d(x, y). The distance between a vertex x and a subset S is the 
minimum length of (x, v)-paths over all vertices v~ S and will be denoted by d(x, S). 
We will think of an on-line graph as a directed graph. We define an orientation on 
the set of edges E(G) such that v~ ~ v~ if and only if vi < vj. According to this 
orientation we will talk about preneighbors and outneighbors of a vertex, respectively. 
Directed edges will help to indicate the ordering of the vertices in the graph G. The set 
of preneighbors ofa vertex v will be denoted by N-(v), the set of outneighbors will be 
denoted by N+(v). The set of neighbors of v is N(v) = N+(v)w N-(v). 
2. Structural properties of on-line 3-chromatic graphs 
In the next series of lemmas we will discuss ome important structural properties of 
graphs in OL(3), but first we give a list of graphs which are on-line 4-chromatic. We 
will refer to these graphs as forbidden graphs throughout the paper. 
Lemma 4. The graphs F1-F26 in Fig. 11 are on-line 4-chromatic. 
Proof. See the appendix. [] 
Suppose that the vertices of an on-line graph G = (V, E) are partitioned into 
a maximal independent set I and V' = (V\I). Let G' = G[V']. By the easy conse- 
quence of Chvatal's I l ]  result he on-line algorithm First-Fit colors any P4-free graph 
with z(G) colors. Thus, we want to focus our attention to the case when G' induces 
a ,°4. Lemma 5 states that an induced P4 in G' determines a well-defined set of 
structures in G. 
Lemma 5. Let HI, H2,Ha, H4 be the graphs shown in Fig. 2. Let G ~ OL(3). Let 
V' = V(G)\ I where I is a maximal independent set in G and let G' = G['V']. Suppose 
G'(Xl,X2, x3, x4) ~ P4. 
(A) I f  G is bipartite and a2,a3El satisfy az,~x2 and a3,.. x3, then 
G(x l ,x2 ,x3 ,xa ,  a3, a2) ~ B. 
(B) IrA c I, and (*) {x l, x2, x3, x4} c I,.)a~a N(a), and A is minimal with respect to (*), 
then 2 <~ IA [ <~ 3. In particular, irA = {al, a2 } then G Ix 1, x2, x3, x4, al, a2] ~ B, Hi, H2 
or Ha. If A = {al,a2,aa} then G[xl,x2,x3,x4,aba2,a3} .~ H4. 
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Proof. (A) Let G'(xl ,  x2, x3, x4) ~ P4. I is a maximal independent set; thus, there exist 
(not necessarily distinct) ai • I such that ai ,~ x~ for i = l, 2, 3, 4. Since G is bipartite, if 
ai ~ xj then i = jmod2.  Note that there exist a • I such that both a ~ xt and a ~ x3 
or a ~ x 2 and a ~ x4 since otherwise G[x l ,a l ,  x2 ,az ,xa ,  a3,x4,a4] ,~ F l forbidden 
graph of Fig. 11. Without loss of generality, let us suppose that a ~ xl and a ~ x3. 
Also, there exist b• l  such that both b~ x2 and b~ x4, otherwise, 
G[Xl, a, x2,a2,x3,xa, 4] ~ F 2. Thus, a3 ~ xl, otherwise G[x l ,  x2 ,x3 ,x4 ,  
a, b, a3-I ~ F3. Similarly a2 "~ X4 must hold, therefore we can conclude that G(xl,  x2, 
Xa, x4,a2,a3) ~ B. 
(B) Clearly, [A I ~ 1; otherwise we get the graph/74 of Fig. 11 and I A I 4:4 otherwise 
we obtain F1. Thus 2 ~< IAI ~< 3. 
Case 1: IAL= 2. 
Case la: No  vertex ai • A has degree 3. Then either B or Ha is induced or we obtain 
the forbidden graph Fs. 
Case lb: One vertex has degree 3. Then H 2 is induced or we get one of the graphs 
Fi, 6 ~< i <~ 9 as an induced subgraph. 
Case lc: Both vertices have degree 3. Then H1 is induced or we get F6 as an induced 
subgraph. 
Case 2: I A l= 3. Then no vertex has degree 3. 
Case 2a: One vertex has degree 2. Then either H4 is induced or we obtain the 
forbidden graphs F2, Fro or Ft 1. 
Case 2b: Two vertices have degree 2. Then we obtain one of the forbidden graphs 
F12-F17. 
Case 2c: Three vertices have degree 2. Then we obtain F18 or F~9. 
The above cases cover all possibilities and complete the proof. [] 
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Our goal is to learn more about the structure of G'. The next iemma states that G' is 
either triangle free or is a triangle itself. 
Lemma 6. Let G • OL(3), V' = V(G) \ I, where I is a maximal independent set in G and 
G' = G[V']. l f  G' induces a triangle then G' is a triangle itself and G is the graph T* 
shown in Fig. 3. 
Proof. Denote the vertices of the triangle by a, b and c. Note that no vertex of I is 
adjacent to three vertices of the triangle since F2o is a forbidden graph. Also, no vertex 
of I is adjacent o two vertices of the triangle, otherwise the forbidden graphs F6 or 
F4 would be induced. Thus, each vertex of I is adjacent o at most one vertex of the 
triangle. We know that for every vertex v in G' there exists a vertex u in I such that 
u ,-~ v. Thus, T* of Fig. 3 is an induced subgraph of G. 
Claim. Any one vertex extension of T* is not in OL(3). 
The proof of the above claim will be given in the appendix. Thus, G must be the 
graph T*, which completes the proof. 
The following corollary is an easy consequence of the proof of Lemma 6 and will be 
used in Lemmas 8 and 9. 
Corollary 7. Let G • OL(3), V'= V(G)\I, where I is a maximal independent set in 
G and G' = G[V']. l fG  has more than 6 vertices then co(G') <~ 2. 
Lemma 8. Let G • OL(3). I f  G induces a B, then for every vertex v • G, either the 
distance between vand B is at most one or B and v are in different connected components 
of G. Moreover, if v is adjacent o a middle vertex (a vertex of degree 3) orB, then v is 
adjacent o at least two vertices of B. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there exists a vertex u, whose distance from B is two. Let 
{u, v, xi} be a shortest path between u and B. In each of the following cases, using 
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Lemma 2 and Corollary 7, we will obtain a contradiction by showing that G ~ OL(3). 
Case 1: v is adjacent o only one vertex xl of B. 
Case la: xi is a corner vertex. Then the graph J1 of Fig. 4 is induced. As the 
highlighted edges indicate J1 induces E, which is a contradiction by Lemma 2. 
Case lb: xi is a middle vertex. Then we get the graph J2 of Fig. 4 (which is F3 of 
Fig. 11), and therefore E is induced again. This also implies that if v is adjacent o 
a middle vertex of B then v must be adjacent o at least two vertices of B. 
Case 2: v is adjacent o two vertices xi and xj of B. 
Case 2a: Both x~ and xj are corner vertices of B. Then we obtain one of the graphs 
J3, J4 or J5 of Fig. 4. Both J3 and J+ induce E, and J5 induces the graph F7 of Fig. 11. 
Case 2b: xi is a corner vertex and x~ is a middle vertex in B. Then we obtain the 
graph ,]6 or J7 of Fig. 4. J6 induces E and J7 properly induces T* of Fig. 2 contra- 
dicting to Corollary 7. 
Case 2c: Both xi and x~ are middle vertices of B. Then an E is induced as in the 
graph J2 of Case lb. 
Case 3: v is adjacent o at least three vertices of B. 
Case 3a: There exist three consecutive vertices adjacent o v. Then they can be 
extended into a P4 and either the forbidden graph/7+ or F6 is induced. 
Case 3b: There exist three independent vertices adjacent to v. Then E is induced as 
in the graph J3 of Fig. 4. 
Case 3c: Neither Case 3a nor Case 3b. Then the graph Js or J9 is induced. Note 
that Js induces Fs and J9 properly induces T* of Fig. 3. Therefore G ~ OL(3), 
a contradiction. [] 
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By Lemma 5 if a P4 is contained in G' then B or Hi, 1 ~< i ~< 4 will be induced in G. 
We will say that the P4 forces a B or Hi, 1 ~< i ~< 4. In the next two lemmas we show 
that G' does not induce an E or any odd cycle of length /> 5. 
Lemma 9. Let G ~ OL(3), V' = V(G)\ I, where I is a maximal independent set in G and 
G' = G[V']. Then G' does not induce an E. 
Proof. Suppose G'(xt, x2,x3,  x4, xs ,y  ) ~ E. By Lemma 2 no B is induced in G. G' 
induces everal Pa's and they, by Lemma 5(B), force one of the graphs Hx, H2, Ha or 
HA of Fig. 2 in G. 
Claim 1. There does not exist a ~ N(xt) c~ N(x3) n N(xa) c~ I. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a ~ N(xt) ca N(x3) ca N(xa) ca I. Then a is not adjacent to 
y and Xs, otherwise the forbidden graph Fa or F6 of Fig. 11 would be induced. But 
then G[a, x3, xa, xt, y, Xs] ,~ T* of Fig. 3 contradicting Corollary 7. This implies that 
Hx is not forced by the/'4 ~ G'(xl, x2, x3, xa). [] 
Claim 1. There does not exist a E N(x2) ca N(xa) ca N(xs) ca I. 
Claim 2. There does not exist at ~ N(x2) ca N(x3) ca I. 
Proof. Suppose there exist a re  N(x2)ca N(x3)ca I. Then a~ is adjacent o neither 
xt, x4 nor Xs. By Lemma 5(B) there exists a2 e N(x2) ca N(xs) ca I. Note that a2 is not 
adjacent o Xa since otherwise {a,,a2} is a minimal set in I as in Lemma 5(B) but 
G[x2,x3,xa, xs,at,a2] does not induce any of Hi, i= 1,2,3 and by Claim 1', 
a2 ~ N(X3) ca I. Similarly, by Lemma 5(B) there exists aa ~ N(xt) ca N(xa) ca I and by 
Claim 1, a3 ¢ N(xa)ca I. If a3 e N(xs)ca I then {al, aa} is a minimal set in I but 
G(xl, x2,xa, xa, at,aa] does not induce any of Hi, i= 1,2,3, otherwise {al, a2,a3} is 
a minimal set in I but G[x2, xa, xa, xs, at,a2,a3] does not induce HA. Thus, we get 
a contradiction to Lemma 5(B). 
Claim 2. There does not exist at ~ N(x3) ca N(xa) ca I. 
We can conclude that the only possibility is that P4 "~ G'(xt, x2,xa, xa) and 
P4 ~ G'(x2,x3,xa, xs) forces H4 in G, i.e., there exist al E N(xl)caN(xa)ca I and 
a2 ~ N(x2) n N(xs) n I and a3 e N(x3) c~ I where a3 is not adjacent o Xl, x2, x4 and 
Xs. Note that y is not adjacent o at and a2 since if it were adjacent o exactly one of 
them then F2 of Fig. 11 would be induced, if it were adjacent o both of them Ft6 of 
Fig. 11 would be induced. Also y is not adjacent o aa, since otherwise Fxo would be 
induced. Thus, by Lemma 5(B) again, there exists a vertex a4 e N(xt)c~ N(y)ca I
where a4 is not adjacent o xa and x2. Depending on whether aa -,, a5 or a4 is not 
adjacent o x5 we obtain one of the two graphs of Figs. 5.1 or 5.2. Since 5.1 induces 
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F12 and 5.2 is the forbidden graph F22 of Fig. 11 we get a contradiction. This 
completes the proof. [] 
Lemma 10. Let G ~ OL(3), V' = V ( G ) \ I, where I is a maximal independent set in G and 
G' = G[V']. Then G' does not induce any odd cycle of lenqth >>, 5. 
Proof. Suppose G' induces an odd cycle C = xl, x2, x3 . . . . .  X2k+ 1, where k/> 2. 
Claim 1. No P4 of the odd cycle forces a B in G. 
Proof. Suppose, without loss of generality, that for P4 ~ G'(x t, x2, x3, X4) there exist 
al,a2 E I such that G(xt ,  x2 ,xa ,  x4 ,a l ,a2)  ,~ B. Then x5 is not adjacent o a2, since 
otherwise {al, a2} is a minimal set in I for which {x2, x3, x4, xs, al, a2} does not induce 
B or any of Hi, i = 1, 2, 3. Also there does not exist a 3 e N(x2) ~ N(Xs) n I, since 
otherwise ither {at, aE, aa} is a minimal set in I for which {XE,Xa ,X4 ,Xs ,a l ,a2 ,a3}  
does not induce H4 or {aj, a3} is a minimal set in I for j= l  or 2 and 
{x2,xa,x4,xs,aj, 3} induces neither of Hi, i=  1,2,3. Thus, the P4 ~ {x2,x3,x,,xs} 
also forces a B in G. Since F23 cannot be induced, x5 must be adjacent to al. Applying 
the same argument for every P4 in the cycle recursively, we get that x2t ~ a2 and 
x2~+ ~ ~ al. This leads us to a contradiction because G(X2R + 1, X1, X2, xa,al,a2)~ F7 
forbidden graph. [] 
So we can conclude that every P4 of the odd cycle forces an Hi, i = 1, 2, 3 in G. In 
particular, the end points of any P4 contained in the odd cycle have a common 
neighbor in I, which means every two vertices in the cycle of distance three share 
a neighbor. Since in a 5-cycle the vertices of distance three are of distance two as well, 
Claim 1 implies that k/> 3, i.e., all odd cycles have length /> 7. 
Claim 2. There does not exist a e N(xO c~ N(X3) ~ N(X4) n I. 
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Proof. Suppose there exist a e N(x l )~N(x3)~ N(x4)nl .  Then a is adjacent o 
neither X2k ÷ 1, X2 nor x5 because F,, F6 and F24 of Fig. 11 cannot be induced. But then 
G[x2, x~, a,x,,X2k÷ 1, X3] ~ FT, a forbidden graph. This contradiction completes the 
proof. [] 
Claim 2. There does not exist al ~ N(x l )  n N(x2) ~ N(x4) n I. 
Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Claim 1, but in the other direction in the cycle we get 
a contradiction again. [] 
Claim 3. There does not exist al ~ N(Xj) (~ N(Xj+ 1) ~/ .  
Proof. The proof for j = 2 is the same as for Claim 2 of Lemma 9. The same argument 
can be repeated for every P4 in the cycle which completes the proof of this claim. [] 
Thus, no .o4 contained in the odd cycle in G' forces an induced H2 or  H 3 in G. So we 
can conclude that all P4 of an odd cycle in G' forces an induced H4. Thus, there 
exist al e N(xt) n N(x,,) n I where al is not adjacent to x2 or x3 and similarly, there 
exist a2~_N(x2) nN(xs )n l  where a2 is not adjacent to x3 or x4 and 
a3 ~N(x3)nN(x6)n l  where a3 is not adjacent o x,  or xs. Thus, {al, a2,a3} is 
a minimal set in I for all three P4 ~ G'(xi, x~+ 1, xi+ z, x~+ 3) where i = 1, 2, 3 such that 
G[xi, xi+l,xi+2,xi+3,at, a2,a3] ,~ H,, only if there are no further adjacencies be- 
tween these vertices. Since G[Xl, x2, x3, x,, x s, x6,al, a2, a31 is the forbidden graph 
F21, we get a contradiction again, which completes the proof. [] 
3. The partition algorithm 
Suppose, that V(G) = {vl, v2 ..... v,} is the ordering of the vertices of G. Recall the 
following notations: Vi= {vl, v2,...,vl}, Gi = G[l'rij and for any subset S of V, 
Si = S n V/. Also vi ~ vj if vj is an outneighbor of v~, i.e., if i < j. 
iC ) 
,C ) 
L 
O 
(. \v' ::;ii v...i ) 
c , \  ..... ) o 
• w,) 
Fig. 6. 
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In the on-line partitioning algorithm we will put a newly presented vertex Vk into 
one of seven sets I, J, O, 0' ,  L, L' or R, where this ordering of the sets corresponds to 
our order of priority in the procedure. We will put a newly presented vertex/)k into one 
of the sets according to the following cases: 
AI: I k 
A2: I k t,_) 
BI: Jk 
BI: Jk 
{Vk} is independent. Then let Vk e I. 
{Vk} is not independent. 
u {Vk} is independent. Then let Vk e J. 
w {Vk} is not independent. 
CI: Vk is 
C2: Vk is 
C3: Vk is 
DI: L 
D2: L 
El: 
an outneighbor of some vertex in L (so L 4: 0). Then let Vk e O. 
an outneighbor of some vertex in L' so L' ~ 0). Then let Vk e 0'.  
not an outneighbor of any vertex in L w L'. 
= 0. Then Vk e L and we denote Vk by v* as the first vertex in I. 
~0. 
Vk has some preneighbor x in J which is also a neighbor of v*. 
Then let Vk ~ L. 
E2: Vk has no preneighbor x in J which is also a neighbor of v*. 
FI: L' = 0. Then Vk ~ L' and and we denote vk by v** as the first vertex in 
L'. 
F2: L' 4: 0. 
GI: Vk has some preneighbor x in J which is also a neighbor of v**. 
Then Vk ~ L'. 
G2: Vk has no preneighbor x in J which is also a neighbor of v**. 
Then Vk ~ R. If R = 0 then we denote Vk by w* as the first 
vertex in R. 
Fig. 6 shows the structure of the graph G after the partitioning. In Lemma 11 
we will show that this partition is well defined, because there are no edges between 
O and L' and O' and L. Lemma 12 will give that there are no edges between R and 
0 w 0'. By the fact that G' is a triangle or bipartite all sets except possibly R will be 
independent. 
The partitioning algorithm can be formally described as follows: 
I = {vk: {Vk} W I k_ 1 is independent}, 
J = {Vk: V k ~. (V \ l )k  and {Vk} k..) Jk- I  is independent}, 
0 = {Vk: Vk ~ (N(Lk-1)\(1 ~ J))k-1}, 
O' = {Vk: Vk ~ (N(L~_ 1)\(I ~ J))k- 1}, 
V* = min {Vk: Vk S (V \ ( I  ~ J ) )k-  1}, 
k 
v** = rain {vk: vk ~ (V \ ( I  ~ J w O))k-1 and N-  (Vk) ~ N(v*) ~ Jk- 1 = 0}, 
k 
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L = {vk: Vk • (V \ ( l  u J u O'))k- l and N-  (vk) n N(v*) c~ Jk-  1 ¢ 0}, 
L' = {Vk: Vk • (V \ ( l  wJ  u) 0))k- 1 and N-(Vk) c~N(v*) n Jk -1  = 0 
but N-  (vk) n N(v**) c~ Jk-  1 # 0}, 
R = {Vk: Vk • (V \ ( I  w J  w 0 uO'  ~JL u L'))k-1}, 
w* = rain {Vk: Vk • Rk}. 
k 
In the above partition every vertex is put into some set based on certain adjacencies. 
Considering the ordering {v~, v2 ..... v,} on the vertices of G, vi < v i if i < j. We say that 
v; is the smallest vertex satisfying a certain property if there does not exist ok < Vi with 
the same property. We say that a vertex u is the first preneighbor of v if it is the smallest 
vertex which satisfies the required adjacency. Thus, we can define some preneighbors 
in G' for the special vertices. Let 
u* = min {vk: vk • Jk c~ N(v*)},  
k 
u** = rain {Vk: Vk • Jk n N(v**)},  
k 
b* = min {Vk: Vk • Jk C~ N(w*)}. 
k 
As in Lemmas 5,6,9 and 10, G' = G[V \ I ] .  Let G" = G[V\ ( I  u J)].  In the follow- 
ing figures we will denote unknown edges by dashed lines and we may emphasize 
non-edges by dotted lines. 
Lemma 11. N(L) c~ N(L' )  c~ G" = O. In particular, 0 n O' = O. 
Proof. Suppose vl • L and v2 • L' and there exists w • G" such that vx '-- w and 
v2 -'- w. Let us choose the smallest such vertex v~. We know that there exist vertices 
ui and u2 in J such that ul ~ vl, ul '-- v* and u2 -~ v2. Since I V(G')I > 3, Corollary 
7 and Lemma 10 imply that G' is bipartite. Thus, there exists a vertex b • J \{u l ,u2} 
such that b ~ w. In Fig. 7(0) all non-edges follow from the facts that G' is bipartite and 
J is independent. We will obtain a contradiction to Lemma 9 by showing that G' 
induces E. 
Case 1:u2 is not adjacent to v~, and u~ is not adjacent to v2. Then, 
G(ul, vl, w, v2, u2, b) ~ E as shown in Fig. 7(1). 
Case 2: v~ ~ u2. Clearly, v* is not adjacent o u2 since otherwise v2 would be in 
L and w is not adjacent o v* because of the choice of vl. Thus vl 4= v*. We know that 
v* is not adjacent o b because G' is bipartite. Thus, G(v*, ua, v~, w, b, uz) ~, E as shown 
in Fig. 7(2). 
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Fig. 7. 
Case 3:u2 is not adjacent to vl but u I "~ 0 2. Then, again va :~ v* and v* is adjacent 
to neither w,b nor u2. Thus, G(v*,ul ,v2,w,b,  u2) ,~ E as shown in Fig. 7(3). [] 
Lemma 12. There are no edges from 0 w O' to R. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then, without loss of generality, there exists w e R and y e O 
such that w ~ y. We know that v*~-u* and v**~-u** have already appeared 
because R :/: 0. There exist, by the partition, x e L such that y ~ x, u e J such that 
both x ~- u and u ~ v*, c e J such that y ~- c and b e J such that w ~ b. Let us choose 
the smallest such x. By the partition u 4: b, since otherwise w would not be in R. In 
Fig. 8(0) all non-edges follow from the facts that G' is bipartite and J is independent. 
We will obtain a contradiction to Lemma 9 by showing that G' induces E. 
Case l: u is not adjacent to w, and x is not adjacent to b. Then, G(u, x, y, w, b, c) ~ E, 
as shown in Fig. 8(1). 
Case 2: x ~ b. Clearly, v* is not adjacent to b since otherwise wwould be in L and 
v* is not adjacent to c because G' is bipartite. Thus x :/: v*, which also implies that y is 
not adjacent o v*. Then G(v*,u,x ,y ,c ,b)  ,~ E, as shown in Fig. 8(2). 
Case 3: x is not adjacent to b but u ,~ w. Then, by the partition w is not adjacent to 
u* since otherwise w would be in L. Thus u :/: u* and x :/: v*. Also by the partition v* 
is not adjacent o b. Thus, G(u*, v*, u, w, b, x) ~ E, as shown in Fig. 8(3). [] 
Lemma 13. R is P4-free. 
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Proof. Suppose there is a P4 = {xl, x2,x3,x4} in R. We know that v'u* and v**u** 
have already appeared because R ~ 0. By the partition u* and u** are independent of
xl,x2,x3,x4. G' is bipartite, thus, by Lemma 5(A) P4 = {xl,x2,x3,x4} forces an 
induced B = {x~, x2, x3, x4, a, b} in G' where a, b ~ J. Clearly, u* and u** are indepen- 
dent of this B. Thus, by Lemma 8 the edges v'u* and v**u** are independent of this 
B. This implies that G induces F25 of Fig. 11, which is a contradiction. [] 
4. The coloring algorithm 
In the on-line coloring algorithm we will use a slight modification of the algorithm 
First-Fit to color G as follows: For every vertex in the subsets I, J, L, L', O, O' and R we 
will define a list of colors in a certain order, and the algorithm will color the current 
vertex Vk by using the least proper color from the ordered list assigned to Vk. We will 
call this coloring List First Fit (LFF). Recall the structure of G after the partition: 
I, J, L, L', O, and O' are independent sets and R is P4-free. As Fig. 6 shows and as we 
proved in Lemmas 11 and 12 there are edges between either O and L', O' and L nor 
R and O w O'. 
The algorithm will color I and J greedily. If G' is a triangle then any coloring algorithm 
which colors I with one color will color G with four colors, so we can assume that G' 
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is bipartite. The coloring only gets difficult if in G" we obtain a P4 by connecting an 
independent edge and an independent vertex. The end points of such a/ '4 can be in 
(1) L and L' or (2) L and R or (3) L' and R. Such P4's can be 2-colored if the on-line 
coloring algorithm assigns different colors to their end points. For this reason the 
algorithm will assign the vertices in L and L' a list of two colors in a different order. To 
achieve the same for the two other cases is a little more difficult. In Lemma 14, we will 
show that if an edge and an independent vertex in G" becomes connected by a new 
vertex as in (2) or (3), then the end points of the newly formed P4 are already in the 
same connected component of G. Using this observation we will be able to 2-color 
a P4 in (2) or (3) by assigning v* and w* or v** and w* different colors depending on 
whether v* and w* are in the same connected component of G when w* is presented. 
When the next vertex vk is presented, we first calculate its position in the partition 
and then we assign it a list of colors I(Vk) as follows: 
I (1) if vk~l ,  
(2) if Vk ~ J, 
(3,4) if Vk~L, 
(4, 3) if VkeL' ,  
(4, 3) if VkeO, 
l(Vk) = (3,4) if Vk ~ 0', 
(4, 3) 
(3,4) 
if v k ~. R and if v* and w* are in the same connected 
component if G when w* is presented, 
if v k E R and if v* and w* are not in the same 
connected component if G when w* is presented. 
Finally, we color vk with the color C(Vk) according to LFF. 
Suppose that we obtain a P4 in G" by connecting an edge and an independent 
vertex. The following lemma implies that the end points of such a P4 were already in 
the same connected component of G when the P4 is formed in G". 
Lemma 14. I f  x ,v~ L(L'), y~ 0(O') and we R such that ,°4 ~ G"(x,y,v,w), then 
v ~ u*(u**), v ,,~ w*, y ~ v*(v**) and y ~ b*. Moreover, v* and w* were in the same 
connected component of G when w* was presented. 
Proof. By the partition there are edges between either O and L', O' and L nor R and 
O w O'. Note that the vertices u*,v*,u** and v** have the special property that they 
are not adjacent o any vertex w e R, since otherwise w would be in L, O, L' or 0', 
respectively. Thus, v* is adjacent to neither x, v, w, v** nor u** and v** is adjacent o 
neither x,y,v ,w,v* nor u*. Also neither u* nor u** is adjacent o w. 
Case l: x, veL ,  yeO and weR.  By the hypothesis, G(x,y,v,w)~. P4. Thus, 
by Lemma 5(A) there exist a, be J  such that a~v,  v*~a,  b~y and 
G(x,y,v,w,a,b) ~ B. 
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Claim 1. u** is not adjacent o v. 
Proof. If u**-,~ v then G(v*,a,v,w,b,u**)~E, which is a contradiction to 
Lemma 9. [] 
Claim 2. v** is not adjacent o a. 
Proof. u** is not adjacent o v; thus v** ~ a implies G(u**, v**, a, v, w, v*) ~ E, which 
is a contradiction. [] 
Claim 3. v** is not adjacent o b. 
Proof. First we need to note that u** is not adjacent to y, since otherwise 
G(a,x,y,b,w,u**)~E.  If v**~b then G(x,y,b,v**,u**,w)~E, which is a 
contradiction. [] 
We conclude that the distance between v** and B is greater than 1. Lemma 8 
implies the same for u**. Thus, we obtain the graph shown in Fig. 9. We know that 
v* ~ a. Since F26 is forbidden in G, v* must be adjacent o another vertex of B. The 
only possibility is that v* ~ y. The same argument for the B ~ G(v*, y, v, w, a, b) gives 
that u* ~ v and u* ~ x. 
Now suppose that w # w*. We know that w* is not adjacent o u*,u**,v*,v**,y 
and b* is not adjacent to u**,v**. Thus, the distance between b*,w* and 
B ~, G(v*,y,v,w,a,b) is 1; otherwise, F25 shown in Fig. 11 would be induced in G'. 
Since F26 is forbidden in G, w* must be adjacent o two vertices of B. Thus, w* ~ b 
and w* ~ v. The same argument for the B ~ G(v*, y, v, w*, a, b) gives that b* ~ y. 
Clearly G'(v*,y,b*,w*)~ P4. Choose the minimum h such that w*e G~,. If there 
exists u e I h such that 
(*) either u ,,, v* and u ~ w* or u ~ v* and u ~ b* hold in Gh, 
then v* and w* were in the same connected component of G when w* was presented. 
Otherwise, since I is a maximal independent set, there exist preneighbors a~, a3, a4 e lh 
J( u**t) 
Fig. 9 
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such that a~ ~v* ,  a3 ~ b* and a4--* w*. Note that {al,aa, a4} cannot  contain 
a minimal set A c I as in Lemma 5(B) for G'(v*, y, b*, w*) ~ P4 since (,) does not hold. 
Thus, a~ (i = 1,3,4) is not adjacent o y. Let a2 e ! such that a2 ~ y. Some proper 
subset A c {al, a2, a3, a4} must be a minimal set A = I as in Lemma 5(B). This implies 
that a 2 "~ V* and a2 ~ w* must hold and G'(v*,y,b*,w*) ~ 1)4 forces H2 in G. But 
then a3 "-, y. This contradiction implies that v* and w* were in the same connected 
component of G when w* was presented, 
Case 2: A symmetric argument gives the proof for the case x, v E L', y E O' and 
we R. [] 
Lemma 15. Let v • L(L'), y ~ 0(0 ' )  such that y ~ v with c(y) = 3(4). Then there exists 
w ~ R such that w ~ v. 
Proof. Suppose that y • O(0')  and c(y) = 3(4). Let us choose the smallest such vertex 
y. By the partition there exists x ~ L(L') such that x ~ y and c(x) = 4(3) holds. The 
color of x is not 3(4) because either (a) there exists y • O(O') such that y ~ x with 
c(y) -- 3(4) or (b) there exists w • g such that w ~ x with c(w) = 3(4). 
Claim. There exists w • R such that w ~ x with c(w) - 3(4). 
Proof. Suppose not. Then (a) holds, i.e., there exists Yl • 0 (0 ' )  such that Yl - '  x with 
e(yl)  = 3(4). Let us choose the smallest such yl. By the partition there exists 
xl  ~ L(L') such that xx ~ yl with c(xO = 4(3). Repeating the above argument we 
obtain a finite (since G is finite) path ... ~ xi ~ Yi --' "'" --* x~ ~ y~ --* x in G", where 
Yi • 0(O')  with c(y i )= 3(4) and Xk ~ L(L') with c(x~)= 4(3). Eventually, (b) must 
hold. Let Xk (k >1 2) be the first such vertex in this path. Then G"(W, Xk,Yk,Xk-O ~, P4" 
By Lemma 14 Yk ~ V*(V**). Since c(v*) = 3 (or c(v**) = 4) we get e(yk) = 4(3), which 
is a contradiction. [] 
If w is not adjacent o v then G"(v,y ,x ,w)  ,~ P4. By Lemma 14 again y ~ v*(v**). 
Since c(v*)= 3 (or c(v**)= 4) we have c(y )= 4(3), which is again a contra- 
diction. [] 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3 by showing that G is 4-colorable with the 
Partitioning and Coloring algorithm described in Sections 3 and 4. Since I and J are 
greedily colored with two colors we only need to show that G" is 2-colorable with the 
Coloring algorithm and to prove this, it suffices to check that none of (i)-(vii) occurs 
for any k. 
(i) Vk ~ L(L') and Vk *'- Wl and Vk ~-- W2 where e(wl) v L e(w2) and Wl,  W 2 ~ R. 
(ii) Vk ~ L(L') and VR ~ W and vk ~ y where c(w) ~ c(y), w e R and y e O. 
(iii) vk • L(L') and VR ~-- YX and Vk ~ Y2 where c(yO v ~ e(y2) and Yl,Y2 E O(O').  
(iv) vk • O(O') and VR "- Xx and Vk '-- X2 where c(xl)  ~ e(x2) and Xl,X2 ~ L(L'). 
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(v) VR • 0(0 ' )  and Vk ~ X and Vk ":- y where c(x) ~ c(y) and x • L(L') and y • O'(O) 
(vi) Vk • 0(0 ' )  and Vk *-- Yl and Vk ~ Y2 where c(yl) # c(y2) and Yl,Y2 • O'(O). 
(vii) Vk • R and Vk ~ Wt and Vk *- W2 where c(wl) # c(w2) and Wl, w2 • R. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose that the algorithm successfully colored Gk- 1 and when 
v = Vk is presented one of (i)-(vii) occurs. 
(i) Suppose vk • L(L') and Vk ~ Wl and Vk *- W2 where c(wO # c(w2) and Wl, w2 • R. 
We know that v* ¢- u* and v** ~ u** have appeared because R # 0. Since no vertex 
in R is an outneighbor of any vertex in L u L' u 0 u 0', the coloring of R does not 
depend on the colors assigned to vertices in L u L' w 0 w 0'. Thus, without loss of 
generality, there exists w3 ~ wz such that c(wa)~c(w2). Since G" is bipartite 
W 3 ~ W 1 and e(W 3 ) = C(W1) implies that we have a G"(wl, Vk, 1472,1473) ~, /04 in G". By 
the partition u**(u*) is neither adjacent o wl,w2 nor w3. Let a ,b• J  such that 
a--, w2 ,b - ,  Vk and v*(v**)~ b. Then, by Lemma 5(A), G'(Wl, Vk, W2,wa, a,b),~, B 
forced by the P4 ~ G(w1,1)k ,W2,  W3). Thus, by the partition b ~ u**(u*). Lemma 
8 implies that the edge u**v**(u*v*) is independent of B. Since, by the partition, 
v*(v**) is adjacent o neither Wl, w2, w3, VR nor a, this leads us to a contradiction 
because G' [wl, VR, W2, W3, a, b, v*, u**. v**] ~ F26, a forbidden graph. 
(ii) Case (a): Suppose Vk • L and Vk ~-- y where c(w) # c(y), w • R and y • O. Since 
y • O there exists a vertex • L such that x --* y. The algorithm successfully colored x, 
therefore x is not adjacent o w. This implies that G"(x, y, v, w) ,~ ,°4. We know that 
e(v*) = 3. By Lemma 14 y ~ v*, thus c(y) = 4. Lemma 14 also implies that v* and w* 
were in the same connected component when w* was presented therefore the coloring 
algorithm assigned c(w*) = 4. Since (i) is not possible c(w) = 4 which is a contradic- 
tion to the hypothesis. 
Case (b): Suppose I) k • L' and U k 4-- W and Vk *- y where c(w) # c(y), w • R and 
y • O'. Then G(x,y, VR, W) ~ P4 where x • L'. We know that c(v**) = 4. By Lemma 14 
y ~ v**. Thus c(y) = 3 and c(w) = 4. By Lemma 14, both w and w* are adjacent to Vk, 
therefore, since (i) cannot happen c(w*) = 4. This and the coloring algorithm imply 
that v* and w* were in the same connected component when w* was presented. Let 
a, b • J such that a ---, y, b ---, Vk. Then, by Lemma 5(A) G' (x, y, Vk, W, a, b) ,~ B forced by 
the P4 ,~ G(x,y, vk,w). Note that u* is not adjacent o a,b,X, Vk, W because of the 
partition and u* is not adjacent to y because y is a middle vertex of this B in G' and so 
d(v*, B) > 1, a contradiction to Lemma 8. 
(iii) Suppose Vk • L(L') and Vk ~-- Yl and V k * -  Y2 where e(yl) # e(y2) and 
Yl, Y2 • O(O'). Without loss of generality, let e(yx) = 4(3) and c(y2) = 3(4). Then, by 
Lemma 15, there exists w • R such that w ~ o k with c(w) # c(yj) for j = 1 or 2. Thus, 
this case reduces to (ii). 
(iv) Case (a): Vk • 0 and Vk ~ Xl and Vk ¢- X2 where c(xl) ~ c(x2) and xt, x2 • L. 
Without loss of generality, let e(x2) = 4. Then, (applying Lemma 15 if necessary) 
x2 must be adjacent to some w eR where e(w)=3. Since e(xO=c(w)  
G(xt, vk,X2, w) ~ P4. Let a, b e J such that a ~ vk, b ~ x2 and v*,--b. Then, by 
Lemma 5(A), G'(xi, vk, x2, w, a, b) ,~ B is forced by the P4 ~ G(xt, Vk, X2, W). We know 
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that c(v*) = 3. By Lemma 14, w* -,~ x2 and v* and w* were in the same connected 
component of G when w* was presented. Thus, c(w*) = 4, which is a contradiction 
since x2 • Gk- 1 was properly colored. 
Case (b): Vk • O' and Vk ~ Xl and vk ~ x2 where c(xO ~ c(x2) and x, x2 • L'. With- 
out loss of generality, let c(x2) = 3. Then, as in part (a) x2 must be adjacent o some 
w • R where c(w) = 4. Since c(xO = c(w), G'(x l ,vk,x2,  w) ~ P4. Let a,b ~ J such that 
a --* Vk, b ~ x2 and v** --~ b. Then, by Lemma 5(A), G'(x l ,vk ,x2,w,a ,b)  ~ B is forced 
by the ,°4 ~ G(x~, vk, x2, w}. We know that c(v**) = 4. By Lemma 14, w* ~ x2 and 
since (i) is not possible c(w*) = c(w) = 4. Thus, by the coloring algorithm v* and w* 
were in the same connected component of G when w* was presented. Since u* is 
independent of G'(xl,  Vk, X2, W, a, b) ~, B, we get that d(v*, B) > 1, which is a contradic- 
tion to Lemma 8. 
(v) Vk • 0 (0 ' )  and/)k ~ X and Vk ~ y where c(x) ~ c(y) and x • L(L') and y • 0'(0).  
Clearly, there exists x' • L(L') such that x' -~ y. Note that depending on whether 
D R • O or 1.) k • 0 t, and depending on the coloring o fx  and y we get four cases. However, 
in all four cases there is a P4 ~ G(x, vk, y, x') where c(x) = c(x'). 
Case (a): c(x) = 4 and x • L. By Lemma 15, x must be adjacent to some w e R 
where w ~ x. By the partition and bipartiteness G'(x' ,y,  Vk, X, W) ~ Ps. Let a,b • J 
such that a ---, VR, b ~ x and v* ~ b. Then, by Lemma 5(A), G(w,x, vk,y,a,b) "~ B is 
forced by the/>4 ~ G' {w, x, vk, y}. Note that v* is not adjacent o x, x', w, y because of 
the partition. Thus, {w,x ,b ,y ,x ' ,v* )  ~ E as shown in Fig. 10(1), a contradiction to 
Lemma 2. 
Case (b): c(x )= 3 and x • L. Lemma 15 implies that there exists w • R where 
w -~ x'. By the partit ion and bipartiteness G(x, Vk, y, X', q) ~ Ps. Let a, b • J such that 
a ~ y, b ~ x' and v** --~ b. Then, by Lemma 5(A), G(w,x' ,y ,  vk,a,b) ,~ B is forced by 
the />4 ~ G(w,x ' ,y ,  Vk). Note that v** is not adjacent to X,X',W, Vk because of the 
partition. Thus, {w,x',b, Vk,X,V** ) ~ E as shown in Fig. 10(2), a contradiction to 
Lemma 2. 
Interchanging the role of l) k and y we obtain proofs for the two other cases when 
Dk • O'. [] 
10.1 10.2 
Fig. 10 
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(v) Vk e 0(0')  and Vk ',- Yl and VR ~ Y2 where e(yO :/: c(y2) and Yl,Y2 6 0 ' (0) .  Then 
there exists x ~ L(L') such that x ~ Vk where c(x) ~ c(yl) (or c(x) ~ c(y2)), SO this case 
reduces to (v). 
(vii) vk ~ R and vk ~- wt and vk *- w2 where c(wl) v~ c(w2) and wl, w2 e R. Since the 
coloring of R does not depend on the colors assigned to vertices in L w L' w 0 w 0', 
without loss of generality, w2 must be adjacent to a vertex w3 in R such that 
e(w3) = c(wO and w3 # wt. This implies that a P, is induced in R, a contradiction to 
Lemma 13. [] 
Appendix 
To prove that x*(Fi) i> 4 for 1 ~< i ~< 26 we will show that Drawer has a strategy 
forcing Painter to use four colors. Recall that if V(G) -- {Vl, v2 ..... vn} is the ordering 
of the vertices of G then V/= {vl, v2 ..... vn} and Gi = G[Vi]. 
Proof of Lemma 3. The structure of the proof will be based on the various strategies 
used by Drawer. 
2K2 strategy (for the graphs F3 and F23): As shown in [7] if G4 ~ 2K2 and Painter 
uses only two colors on it then Drawer wins presenting an induced B; otherwise, 
Drawer wins presenting an induced E. This proves the lemma for F3 and/723 because 
F3(x1, al,xa, x4, a2, a3) = E, Fa(xl, x2, x3, x4, al, a2) = B and F23 (a2, X2, X3, a3, xs, al) = E, 
F2a(Xl,X2,Xa,x4,al,a2) = B. 
Note: The above strategy is good for all graphs that induce both B and E; therefore 
we gave a proof of Lemma 2. 
P4 strategy (for the graphs F4 and F6): It is easy to see that Drawer can force 
Painter to use three colors on three consecutive vertices of a P4. Thus z*(F~)/> 4 for 
i=  4,6. 
P4-K2 strategy (for graphs that induce both a claw (a 3-star) and an independent 
P4 and K2, such as Fi i = 2, 10, 13, 14, 17, 19): Drawer presents first G3 ~ 3Kj. We can 
suppose that Painter uses two colors on G3, otherwise, Drawer wins on the claw. Then 
Drawer presents three more vertices to obtain G 6 ~/ )4  + K2 such that the end points 
of the P4 have the same color. 
Version A. Drawer forces Painter to color two vertices of distance two in the P4 and 
one end point of the K2 with three different colors. Then x3 is a vertex which is 
adjacent to three such vertices in Fi for i=  2,13,14,17, 19 which implies that 
z*(Fi) >>- 4. 
Version B. Drawer forces Painter to color a middle vertex of the P4 and the end 
points of the K2 with three different colors. Then x2 is a vertex which is adjacent o 
three such vertices in Fl0 therefore z*(Flo) >1 4. 
Pg-K2-K1 strategy (for the graph FI): Drawer presents the vertices such that 
G7 ~/)4 + K2 + K1. Then Painter is forced to use three different colors on a middle 
vertex of the P4, on one of the end points of the K 2 and on the K1. Then x2 is a vertex 
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which is adjacent to three such vertices in F1, therefore, z*(F~) ~> 4. Note that FI is the 
canonical tree 7"4 described in [6]. 
P strategy (for graphs that induce a P, a triangle with an edge from one vertex): 
Drawer presents the vertices uch that G3 ~ K2 + K~. If Painter uses three different 
colors on Ga then Drawer wins presenting v4 such that G4 ~ P. 
The P strategy will be used as the first step in the following four strategies, and 
without loss of generality we will assume that Painter uses two different colors on G3. 
P~-K2 strategy (for the graph F~): Drawer starts with the P-strategy and then 
presents v4 such that G4 ~ K2 + 2K1. According to the P strategy Painter must use two 
colors on G4 also. Then Drawer presents v5 to obtain P4 + K~ forming the P4 from the 
edge and one of the independent vertices uch that its end points have the same color, 
and then he forms a K2 of the other independent vertex. Thus Drawer forces Painter to 
color an adjacent middle and end point of the P4 and one end point of the K2 with three 
different colors. Then x2 is a vertex which is adjacent o three such vertices in F~ 1. 
Special P4 strategy (for the graphs Fa and Fg): Drawer starts with the P-strategy 
and then presents v4 such that G4 ~/94 where v4 is adjacent to two vertices both of the 
same color. 
Case 1: Painter colors G4 with two colors. Then this is a winning position for 
Drawer in Fa if G,~ = G{a2,x4,al,xt] and in F 9 if G4 = G[a2,xl,al,x4]. 
Case 2: Painter colors G4 with three colors, Then this is a winning position for 
Drawer in F8 and F9 where G4 ~, G[Xl,XZ,X3,x4]. 
P4-K~ strategy (for graphs that induce both a P and an independent P4 and 
K~ such as Fi, i=  7,12,15,18,24): Drawer starts with the P-strategy and then 
presents v4 such that G4 ~ P3 + K~ where v4 is adjacent o the vertex of K2 which 
received the same color as the independent vertex. 
Case 1: Painter colors G4 with two colors. Then this is a winning position for 
Drawer in F7 where G 4 = G[xl,al,x4,a2], in FI2 where G 4 = G[al,xl,  a2,x4] , 
in F15 where G4 = G[al,xl,xE,a3], in Fl8 where G4= G[aE,x4,a3,xl] and in 
F24 where G4 = G[xa,x4,xs,xl]. 
Case 2: Painter colors G4 with three colors. Then this is a winning position for 
Drawer in F7 where G4 = G [x l, a l, x3, a2], in FI 2, where G4 = G [a l, x l, x2, x4] and in 
F~8 where G4 = G[a2,xE, x3,al]. 
Pa-K2 strategy (for graphs F~5 and F24): In the case of F15 and F24 if Painter uses 
three colors on G4, Drawer needs to extend the P3-K~ strategy such that 
G3 ~ P3 ÷ K2. Then Painter is forced to use three colors on one end point of the K 2 
and on one an edge of the P3. Thus, this is a winning position for Drawer in F~ 5 where 
G5 = G[al,x4,a3,a2,x2] and in F2,, where G5 = G[Xl,X2, X4, Xs, X6]. 
K3-K2 strategy (for graph Fs): Drawer presents the vertices such that 
G5 ~ K3 + g2.  Clearly, Painter uses three different colors on the K2 and one vertex 
of the triangle. Thus, this is a winning position for Drawer in F5 where 
G5 = G[xl,x2,aba2,x4]. 
Cs-K~ strategy (for graph F16): Drawer starts to present he vertices of G with 
a 5-cycle and an independent vertex, i.e., G 6 ~-, C5 ÷ K1. Note that every 5-cycle has 
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a unique 3-coloring such that for any two colors there exist two vertices of distance 
two which received these colors. Since x2 is such a vertex that is adjacent o the 
independent vertex and two such vertices of the cycles in F16 this is a winning position 
for Drawer. 
P3-K2-K1 strategy (for graphs F21 and F22): Drawer starts with G 3 ~ 3K1. We can 
suppose that Painter uses only two colors on G3; otherwise, Drawer wins on a claw. 
Then Drawer presents v4 such that G4 ~ K2 + 2Kl where v4 is adjacent to the K1 (if it 
exists) which received a different color than the other independent vertices. 
Case 1: Painter colors G, with three colors. Then the winning step for Drawer in 
F21 and in Fz2 is to present v5 such that G5 ,~ 2K2 + K~, because then he wins on the 
induced E. 
Case 2: Painter colors G, with two colors. Then Drawer presents v5 such that 
G5 ~ P3 + 2K~ where v5 is adjacent to the vertex of K2 which received the same color 
as the independent vertices. 
Case 2a: Painter colors G5 with two colors. Then this is a winning position for 
Drawer in F21 and in F22 where G5 = G[xl,al,xa, a2,a3-l. 
Case 2b: Painter colors G5 with three colors. Then Drawer's next move 
is to presents v6 such that G 6 ~ P3 + K2 + K1. This is a winning position 
for Drawer in F21 where G6=G[xl,x2,a2,a3,x6,x4] and in F22 where 
G6 = G[aa, x3,x4,xl,a,,,a2]. 
4K2 strategy (for the graph F25): Drawer presents the vertices uch that G8 ~ 4K2. 
Then at least two of them will receive the same coloring and Drawer wins on the B in 
F25. 
3K-P4 strategy (for the graph F26): Drawer first presents three independent 
vertices. If Painter assigns three different colors, Drawer wins on a claw. If Painter 
assigns the same color to all of them then Drawer continues uch that G6 m, 3K2. 
Then at least two of them will receive the same colors and Drawer wins on the B. 
Thus, Painter has to color G3 with two colors. Then Drawer presents Vk such that 
G, ~ K2 + 2K~ extending to an edge one of the two independent vertices of the same 
color. 
Case 1: Painter colors G, with three colors. Then this is a winning position for 
Drawer in/726 where G4 = G[x2,x3,x4,x7]. 
Case 2: Painter colors G4 with two colors. Then Drawer presents v5 such that 
G4 ~/ '4  + K~, where we form P4 as in the P4 strategy. We know that a middle and an 
end vertex of the P4 will receive different colors than the independent vertex, thus this 
is a winning position for Drawer in F26 where G5 = G[xT, x I ,x4 ,x5,x3] .  Since F2o 
is 4-chromatic Drawer can use any strategy on it. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 3. [] 
Proof of Claim of Lemma 6. Suppose G is a one vertex extension of T* of Fig. 3, i.e. 
V(G) = V(T*) w {x}. First note that if G3 ~ 3K1 then Painter must use three different 
colors on G3, because if he uses one or two colors then Drawer has a winning position 
where either Ga = G[a',b',c'] or G3 = G[a',b',c]. 
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Case 1: x is adjacent to all three vertices of the triangle {a, b, c}. Then the forbidden 
graph F2o is induced. 
Case 2: x is adjacent to two vertices of the triangle, say a and b. Then Drawer's 
strategy is to present first G2 ~ 2K~. Painter must use two colors, but then Drawer 
wins on G2 = G[x,c]. 
a a2 
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x I x 2 x 3 x 4 
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x I x 2 x 3 x 4 X.l x 2 x 3 x4 
5 F 
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Fig. 11. Continued. 
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Case 3: x is adjacent o exactly one vertex of the triangle, say a. 
Case 3a: either x is adjacent o all of the vertices a', b', c' or x is not adjacent o a'. 
Then Drawer presents G3 ~ 3K1. Painter must use three different colors, but then 
Drawer wins on a claw where G3 = G[a',b',c']. 
Case 3b: Not Case 3a. Without loss of generality, we can assume that x ~ a' and 
x is not adjacent to c'. The Drawer presents G3 ~ 3K1. Painter must use three 
different colors. Then Drawer presents v4 such that G4 ~ K2 + 2K1. Thus, Painter is 
forced to color three independent vertices with exactly two colors which is a winning 
position for Drawer if G# = G Ix, a', b, c']. 
Case 4: x is not adjacent o any vertex of the triangle. 
Case 4a: x is adjacent o all of the vertices a', b', c'. Then Drawer presents G3 ~ 3K 
and wins on G3 = G[a',b',c']. 
Case 4b: x is not adjacent o any of the vertices a', b',c'. Then Drawer presents 
G4 = 4Ka. Then Painter colors at least two vertices with the same color and Drawer 
wins on G3 = G[a',b',c'] or G3 = G[a',b',c]. 
Case 4c: Neither Case 4a nor Case 4b. Without loss of generality, we can assume 
that x ~ a' and x is not adjacent o c'. Then Drawer presents G3 ~ 3K1. Painter must 
use three different colors. Then Drawer presents v4 such that G4 ~ K2 + 2K~. Then 
Painter is forced to color three independent vertices with exactly two colors which is 
a winning position for Drawer if G4 = G(x,a', b,c']. 
As we mentioned before not all of the graphs Fi, 1 ~< i ~< 26, are of minimal size to 
be forbidden in OL(3) (see Fig. 11). For example, it is easy to see that Fv = Fxz-a4, 
F7 = Fla-al and Fa = F23-xs. Also, the graphs, F2t-x5 and F22-a2-x4 are enough for 
Drawer to force Painter to use 4 colors. Drawer's strategy for these two simplified 
graphs is still the same as described above, only the vertices used for the indicated 
induced subgraphs will be different. 
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